Three Independent Fluid Delivery Systems
All in one device weighing just over five pounds.

Small Instrument, Huge Benefits
Ideal for surgery, oncology, and is an excellent transport instrument.

Advanced Dose Rate Calculator
Includes comprehensive, customized drug library.

Six Selectable Device Types
Specifically tailors parameters to match the clinical needs of the patient.

Unique Clamping System
Allows pump attachment virtually anywhere.

Disposable Half-Set
Makes patient turnover easier. Adapts to most manufacturers’ tubing.

With the added flexibility of the MedSystem III® DLE (Drug List Editor), you have the most versatile dose rate calculator available today.
**MedSystem III® DLE Infusion System Specifications**

**Administration Sets**
The MedSystem III® DLE system is designed for use with IVAC® 28 Series administration sets. The IVAC® 28 Series product line offers a wide variety of needleless and standard IV sets, each featuring free-flow protection.

**Clinical and Technical Benefits**
- Six selectable device types: General Purpose, Neonatal, Controller Pressure, O.R., General Purpose II, O.R. II
- Drug Dose Calculator
- Customizable Drug Library
- Infusion Time Remaining
- Adjustable Occlusion Pressure Limits
- Field Maintenance Software
- Easy Software Upgrades

---

**Flow Rate Range** 0.1 to 999 mL/hr
**Volume to be infused** 0.1 to 9999 mL
**KVO Flow Rate** 0.1 to 20.0 mL/hr
**Dimensions** Width 6.0 in.
Height 7.9 in.
Depth 2.1 in.
Weight 5.1 lbs.
**Internal Battery** Main - Rechargeable NiCad Battery Pack
Memory Backup - Nonrechargeable Lithium
**Battery Capacity** Minimum 6 hours with all three channels at 125 mL/hr
**Power Requirements** 6 watts AC power
Use only IVAC® MedSystem III® AC adapter, 110/120V AC, 60 Hz

---

Talk to the people who know best how ALARIS Medical Systems™ can help you: contact your ALARIS Medical Systems® Account Consultant or call 1-800-482-4822. In Canada, call 1-800-387-8309.